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Graduating students of the University’s Institute of Textiles and Clothing

displayed their creative talents at two fashion extravaganzas held at

Hotel Inter-Continental Hong Kong in June.

Twenty-four graduating students of the BA (Hons) Scheme in Fashion and

Textiles and Higher Diploma Scheme in Fashion and Textile Studies each

presented their original collection of six outfits during the fashion show to

compete for eight awards offered by the industry.
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The panel of judges was made up of well-

known fashion designers and experienced

practitioners of the fashion industry, including:

Mr Kevin Yeung, Chairman of HKFDA; Ms Nora

Tse, Marketing Director of Saga Furs of

Scandinavia; Ms Janet Cheung, Design

Consultant; Mr Dorian Ho, Fashion Designer;

Mr Ingenmar Wo, Buyer of Giorgio Armani

Hong Kong; and Mr Samuel Chu of T & S

Buttons Co. Ltd.

The other fashion show displayed creative

works of 19 graduating students of the Master

of Arts programme in Fashion and Textile

Design. Among them, nine were from the

Chinese mainland whose studies were

generously sponsored by Mr Lam Tai-fai, a textile

leader and  winner of Outstanding PolyU Alumni

Award. The unique design of the students had

won the appreciation of the professionals and

practitioners of the industry.

Awards for sub-degree & undergraduate students Winners

• Overall Grand Prize, sponsored by the Textiles Institute (HK Section) Rock Wong

• HKFDA Creativity Award, sponsored by Hong Kong Fashion Designers Association

• Travelling Scholarship, sponsored by Saga Furs of Scandinavia

• Best Illustration Award, sponsored by Lectra Systems (HK) Ltd

• First Runner-up, sponsored by the Textiles Institute (HK Section) Ayako Cheung

• Second Runner-up, sponsored by the Textiles Institute (HK Section) Daisy Leung

• Best Accessorized Collection Award, sponsored by T & S Buttons Co., Ltd Yoyo Tong

• Best Workmanship Award, sponsored by HKJ Enterprises Co. (Bertero) Yu Man-shan
Mr Lam Tai-fai meets the mainland students who
pursued postgraduate study in fashion and
textile design in PolyU under his sponsorship.

Show time

Rock Wong Ayako CheungDaisy Leung Yoyo Tong Yu Man-shan
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Volunteers assess health
of children in rural Guangxi

Drs Boost and Cho, with the children in photo above,
and Ms Lee at work in photo on right.
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Backed by the support of the Rotary

Clubs of Kowloon North and

Macau, 24 voluntary staff and

students from the School of Nursing (SN)

and the Department of Optometry and

Radiography (OR) embarked on a school

health project in May to serve children in

Du’an in Nanning, Guangxi Province. Under

the supervision of staff, students and

graduates in Nursing, Biomedical Science

and Optometry, went to Du’an to offer free

health assessment and eye screening for

2,300 children from five primary schools

and a middle school. This meaningful inter-

disciplinary project expands the horizons of

students, and is leading to a follow-up trip

scheduled for late 2004. Here is the story by

Dr Maureen Boost and Ms Regina Lee of

SN, and Dr Pauline Cho of OR.
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Conference highlights
Father of Venture Capital reviews China’s financial reform

PolyU Honorary Graduate and Vice Chairman of the Standing Committee of the

National People’s Congress Prof. Cheng Siwei presented a public lecture entitled “Fictitious

Economy and China’s Financial Reform” on campus on 5 May. The lecture was jointly

organized by the University’s Faculty of Business and the Business and Professionals

Federation of Hong Kong. Prof. Cheng is also known as China’s “Father of Venture

Capital” who plays a vital role in the development of China’s securities markets. His talk

covered issues including reform of China’s banking system and development of China’s

Growth Enterprise Market. More than 300 business leaders, scholars, students and press

members attended the lecture.

  Mainland CEO Forums
The Graduate School of Business organized a series of CEO Forums in three major

cities on the Chinese mainland from April to June. The Forums, held in Beijing, Xi’an

and  Shenzhen, provided invaluable opportunities for government officials, prominent

business leaders and scholars to gather together to discuss various emerging issues.

These  included the development of tertiary industries in the mainland, marketing of

high-tech products and services, management and corporate governance. The Forums

also enabled the School’s MBA students to venture out of the classroom to meet and

interact with business leaders and experts face-to-face.

First international vision rehab symposium
About 100 scientists, optometrists, ophthalmologists, physicians, mobility

instructors and vision rehabilitation administrators from 11 countries and

territories attended the first International Vision Rehabilitation Symposium

held on campus on 27 and 28 May. Organized by the Department of

Optometry and Radiography, the symposium provided a platform for

practitioners and researchers in the field to exchange their knowledge and

experience in vision rehabilitation.

International workshop on supply chain management
The Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering hosted the second International

Workshop on Supply Chain Management and Information Systems on campus from 6 to

9 July. Attended by renowned logistics guru Dr Panayiotis and participants from over 15

countries and territories, the workshop covered such topics as manufacturing strategy,

production network and operation management.

First International Conference on Biometric Authentication
More than 180 academics and practitioners gathered at the university campus

to attend the First International Conference on Biometric Authentication held from

15 to 17 July. Officiated at the opening was Mrs Marion Lai, Acting Permanent

Secretary for Commerce, Industry and Technology (Communications and

Technology). The conference was hosted by the Department of Computing.
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